RSPCA SUBMISSION 10

In March 2016 RSPCA (Vic) failed to act in a timely manner to investigate a case of reported cruelty
against around 50 horses in Victoria. What concerns me about this the most, is that at the same time the
calls of concern about the welfare of these horses were going unanswered, RSPCA (Vic), were preoccupied
lobbying and protesting against the LAWFUL opening of the 2016 duck hunting season. Is it possible, that
the RSPCA (Vic) was so focussed on activism and protest against duck hunting, that the calls in relation to
the suffering horses, were deemed to be of less significance, and ignored? I am also concerned about how it
is that a black swan, retrieved by protesters from the Coalition Against Duck Shooting (CADS) was to end
up in the possession of RSPCA working alongside Animals Australia (there are plenty of photos available
online of the 2 posing with the swan) that ended up dying in their possession, with an admission to come
later that the swan suffered from NO gunshot wounds. Is it possible that in a desperate attempt to gain
publicity and air time for the waiting TV crews, that a swan was chased to exhaustion and captured by
CADS, then given to RSPCA (Vic) and Animals Australia, where they posed with the animal until it
subsequently passed? One would most certainly hope that was not the case, especially whilst dozens of
horses laid dead or dying while calls for assistance and intervention went unanswered.
But these are the questions that must be asked and answered. I believe there must be a vast improvement in
the operation and activities of the RSPCA (Vic) if they are to hold a position of authority and public trust,
and this includes being more financially responsible.
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